Lost dark age kingdom is found in Scotland: Pictish carvings in Galloway may belong to the fort of King Urien of Rheged

- Researchers believe the site in Dumfries and Galloway is the kingdom of Rheged
- Pictish carvings in stone suggest the site was a nucleated fort
- Researchers believe that the royal household was part of a trade network that linked western Britain with Ireland and Europe

By SHIVALI BEST FOR MAILONLINE  

The kingdom of Rheged is one of the most elusive in Dark Age Britain, famous for contributing to some of the earliest medieval poetry composed in the UK.

But despite its reputation, the location of Rheged - ruled by King Urien around 600AD - has remained a mystery for centuries.

Now, researchers believe they have found the site of the stronghold in Dumfries and Galloway.

If confirmed, the finding could improve our understanding of the time when the foundations for the kingdoms of Scotland, England and Wales were being laid.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4147334/Lost-Kingdom-discovered-Scotland.html
Researchers believe they have found the kingdom of Rheged in Dumfries and Galloway. On the approach to the summit was a symbolic entranceway containing Pictish symbols, where rituals of royal inauguration were conducted.

Before now, many historians assumed that Rheged was around Carlisle and Cumbria.

But researchers from GUARD Archaeology have excavated the Trusty’s Hill Fort in Dumfries and Galloway, and now believe this could be the real site.

Ronan Toolis, who led the excavation, said: ‘What drew us to Trusty’s Hill were Pictish symbols carved on to bedrock here, which are unique in this region and far to the south of where Pictish carvings are normally found.’

In 2012, the researchers began to study these Pictish carvings as part of the Galloway Picts Project.

Mr Toolis said: ‘The archaeological context revealed by our excavation instead suggests the carvings relate to a royal stronghold and place of inauguration for the local Britons of Galloway around AD 600.

‘Examined in the context of contemporary sites across Scotland and northern England, the archaeological evidence suggests that Galloway may have been the heart of the lost Dark Age kingdom of Rheged.’

THE PICTS

Mel Gibson’s blue face paint in Braveheart is a nod to the Pictish tradition of body-paint - but the real Picts fought stark naked, and there are records of them doing so up until the 5th Century.

The Roman name for the people - Picti - means ‘painted people’. It’s not known what they called themselves.

The habit of fighting naked, especially in the cold Scottish climate, didn’t harm the tribe’s reputation for ferocity.

Picts held the territory north of the Firth of Forth in Scotland - and were one of the reasons even heavily armoured Roman legions could not conquer the area.

It’s long been debated how the Picts and their Southern neighbours the Britons interacted with one another.
The researchers believe that the summit of the hill was fortified with timber-laced stone, while the lower slopes had supplementary defences and enclosures.

This transformed Trusty's Hill into a nucleated fort – a high status settlements of the early medieval period.

The discoveries in Galloway hint that the two might have allied, at least briefly - before the fort was burnt to the ground.

In 2012, the researchers began to study these Pictish carvings as part of the Galloway Picts Project

On the approach to the summit was a symbolic entranceway containing Pictish symbols, where rituals of royal inauguration were conducted.

After entering the summit, you would walk into the king's hall, where feasting took place, before the workshop of the master smith, where gold, silver, bronze and iron were worked into objects.

**THE KINGDOM OF RHEGED**

One of the most mysterious kingdoms of Dark Age Britain is Rhec - a late sixth century kingdom.

Its people were Britons, who spoke a form of ancient Welsh.
Much of the earliest literature known to man is the poetry of Taliesin, its bard, praising the valour of his king, Urien of Rheged and his son Owain.

As well as being famous for its poetry, Rheged is also known for the earliest Christian monument in Scotland, the Latinus Stone, erected in Whithorn to Latinus and his daughter around 450 AD.

Ninian, Scotland's first bishop, established his church in Whithorn, from where the Christian faith spread across Scotland.

Whithorn had extensive contacts with continental Europe, and the kings of Rheged acquired wine and spices from the eastern Roman Empire, foods and dyes from western France and decorated glass from the Rhineland.

The violent fiery destruction of Trusty’s Hill may reflect the fall of Rheged, when during the seventh century AD much of southern Scotland became part of the Anglian kingdom of Northumbria.

The researchers believe that the summit of the hill was fortified with timber-laced stone, while the lower slopes had supplementary defences and enclosures (artist's impression)

The layout of the fort was very complex, each element deliberately formed to exhibit the power and status of its household.

Mr Toolis told MailOnline: 'The royal household here included a king and his extended family and retainers, including warriors, bards, skilled craftsmen and servants.

'We found plentiful evidence of the wealth of this household including jewellery, evidence of gold, silver and bronze working on site, and pottery imported from continental Europe.'

Researchers believe that the royal household was also part of a trade network that linked western Britain with Ireland and Europe.

Dr Christopher Bowles, Scottish Borders Council Archaeologist, said: 'The people living at Trusty’s Hill were not engaged in agriculture themselves.'
Trusty's Hill was a nucleated fort - a high status settlements of the early medieval period

The researchers found plentiful evidence of the wealth of this household including jewellery, evidence of gold, silver and bronze working on site, and pottery imported from continental Europe

'Instead, this household's wealth relied on their control of farming, animal husbandry and the management of local natural resources - minerals and timber - from an estate probably spanning the wider landscape of the Fleet valley and estuary.

'Control was maintained by bonding the people of this land and the districts beyond to the royal household, by gifts, promises of protection and the bounties of raiding and warfare.'

In this context, the researchers believe that the Pictish symbols were probably created by a local Briton.
Anglo-saxon style bronze jewellery was discovered at Trusty's Hill. Analysis showed that this was originally gilded and silvered and made of leaded brass quite distinct to the leaded bronze objects being made at the workshop here.

The researchers have created a new map of Dark Age Britain, which includes Rheged and its neighbouring kingdoms during the sixth and early seventh centuries.
Mr Toolis said: 'The literal meaning of the symbols at Trusty’s Hill will probably never be known.

'There is no Pictish Rosetta Stone.'

'But they provide significant evidence for the initial cross cultural exchanges that forged the notion of kingship in early medieval Scotland.'

The only other Pictish carvings located outside Pictland were found near Edinburgh Castle Rock; another site attested by archaeological and historical evidence to be a royal stronghold of the sixth to early seventh centuries AD.

Dr Bowles added: 'The new archaeological evidence from Trusty’s Hill enhances our perception of power, politics, economy and culture at a time when the foundations for the kingdoms of Scotland, England and Wales were being laid.

'The 2012 excavations show that Trusty's Hill was likely the royal seat of Rheged, a kingdom that had Galloway as its heartland.

'This was a place of religious, cultural and political innovation whose contribution to culture in Scotland has perhaps not been given due recognition.'

The findings are published in a book called *The Lost Dark Age Kingdom of Rheged*. 

Read more: [The Lost Dark Age Kingdom of Rheged](http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4147334/Lost-Kingdom-discovered-Scotland.html)
Lost Kingdom discovered in Dumfries and Galloway | Daily Mail Online
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yve, UK, United Kingdom, 10 months ago
Von Daniken would love these pictographs. The people appear to have 4 arms.

Click to rate 4 0

stewski, Doncaster, United Kingdom, 10 months ago
Their descendants were of course fine British troops in world wars one and two, wearing their kilts the Ladies from Hell the jerrrys used to call them..

Click to rate 17 6

yabbayabba, englishville, Estonia, 10 months ago
The Scotti tribes came over from Ireland and took over from the Picts, it's where the name for the nation comes from. The men of who you speak are from descended Ireland.

Click to rate 10 13

Ostrogorthrome, Newport, United Kingdom, 10 months ago
Lost Dark Age Kingdom in Scotland, eternally warring with its neighbours, where life is brutish and short, malnutrition and sickness rife, they live in crude huts heated by smoky open fires.....but enough of Govan anyway.

Click to rate 23 13

Gooner, London, United Kingdom, 10 months ago
The problem with historians and people who find historic artifacts. They sell it to the highest bidder and it gets locked up never to be seen again. If it doesn't agree with the norms of the west or can change history books it doesn't the light of day.

Click to rate 16 6

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4147334/Lost-Kingdom-discovered-Scotland.html
Scotland invented everything... apart for deep fried Mars bars...

Have they found the Killer Rabbit? the Beast of Cair Bannog yet?

No; but they found fragments from the Book of Armaments.

The story on which Braveheart is based happened well after the 5th century.

Is this Urien who married the sister of King Arthur?

Fascinating. Is this the Urien who may have married the sister of King Arthur (Morgan le Fay)?

The history isn't taught because the English, who come from Germany, (Saxony & Angle-land in Schleswig Holstein) don't want to admit that they are immigrants, no different from the present day ones, As is their wont they just marched in & helped themselves. That's why English archæologists won't use the word 'Celtic' but keep banging on about the 'Iron Age'. There are thousands of historical manuscripts in the National Library of Wales but as they are all in Welsh no one wants to translate them & reveal the truth.

Being English, throughout school I have always been taught that we are the immigrants. So not sure where you're getting your facts from.

Erm.aciddrop...the DARK ages are so called because there is so little written history we know very little about them...nothing sinister...This is why the spoken stories handed down word for word are so important. EVERYONE on the planet came from somewhere over the millennia...Why don't you organise a group of Welsh speakers to translate the manuscripts. It would be a wonderful contribution to our history.

We are no longer accepting comments on this article.
MORE TOP STORIES

- Alexandra Burke sparks uproar after appearing to confuse head judge Shirley Ballas with long-departed Phillips

- "We've been friends for a long time": Millie Mackintosh gives rare insight into relationship with fiancé Hugo Taylor as she looks glamorous for TV appearance

- Raise the ruff! Meg Matthews nails winter chic in a chunky knit and matching beret as she attends London festival with her pet pooch Ziggy

- They've got the hump! I'm A Celebrity bosses SLAMMED by animal rights campaigners for cruelty after using a camel and pigeons in Bush Tucker Trial

- Red-dy for dinner! Justin Timberlake and Jessica Biel wear complementary ensembles for a date in Beverly Hills

- "Make a statement": Amber Rose promotes a stick-on bra... by stripping off to show her voluptuous figure

- Superhero strike! Wonder Woman star Gal Gadot relaxes with a game of bowling
  Star wore a sleeveless top with leggings for her trip

- Party princess! Glamorous Eugenie is joined by boyfriend Jack Brooksbank as she leaves the Chiltern Firehouse at 4.30am after a night with friends

- "Be kind to all!" Miley Cyrus gets another pair of tattoos... before she returns the favour on her artist
  Singer adds to her big collection of body art

- Strictly Come Dancing: "Why is she dressed like a superhero?" Tess Daly fails to impress viewers with her fuchsia pink caped minidress
GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Are jet-setting Cara Delevingne and St Vincent rekindling their romance?
Flew to Dublin to watch St Vincent in concert

The Crown links Prince Philip to the Profumo Affair: Uproar as new series implicates Duke of Edinburgh in one of Britain’s most damaging sex scandals

Uma Thurman steps out for first time since sharing angry post attacking Harvey Weinstein
The actress emerged in New York on Saturday

‘I’m thinking of running away right now!’ Jimmy Fallon left TERRIFIED after Robert Irwin pulls out five metre long python and calls it ‘the cutest animal on Earth’

Glee’s Naya Rivera is charged with domestic battery in West Virginia after husband Ryan Dorsey accuses her of striking him in the head and lip

Belle of the ball! Ava Phillippe, 18, dazzles in gold couture gown at debutantes ball in Paris accompanied by lookalike mom Reese Witherspoon

‘Will I ever get my waist back?’ Marco Pierre White Jr’s pregnant ex Laura Carter pines after her toned figure... as the BB star claims she ‘resembles a whale’

Beach baby! Leonardo DiCaprio’s model ex Kendal Lee Schuler flaunts her trim figure in a bikini as she takes her baby son Ryka on a trip

ABS-olutely fabulous! Madison Beer shows off her midriff in tiny tube top with high waisted black denim for West Hollywood outing Super toned

Scott free! Kourtney Kardashian flashes her abs as she grabs juice with Larsa Pippen and two male pals
They’ve spent quite a bit of time together recently
Model Louisa Warwick puts on a busty display in violet floral bikini as she takes a dip during sunshine break in Miami. Once again showed why became a fan favourite.

“I don’t see the resemblance!” Kaia Gerber denies looking like mom Cindy Crawford... as pair twin in selfie. Clearly takes after mum.

Not his Best moment: Reality star Calum caught on camera ‘inhaling from a balloon’ during wild night out in London.

“I tell my children, “Mummy got grounded a lot”: Why Nicole Richie is tapping into her trouble-making past. Former wild child turned doting working mum.

“It’s been rough”: Kristin Cavallari posts emotional tribute on the anniversary of her brother Mikey’s death. He died of exposure after leaving his crashed car.

TOWIE’s Tommy Mallet CONFIRMS girlfriend Georgia Kousoulou’s nose job... as he furiously jumps to her defence after criticism over her decision.

Blowing her own trumpet! Natalie Cassidy shows off her picture perfect family at the 20th Anniversary Gala Performance of The Snowman.

I’m A Celebrity’s Georgia Toffolo sizzles in sexy lingerie sets and suspender belts... as it’s revealed she uses banned concealer in the jungle.

Is Rose’s army growing? McGowan poses Weinstein co-accusers Asia Argento and Annabella Sciorra after Uma Thurman breaks silence.

Gucci baby! Jessica Alba shows off her bump in a tight pink slip dress as she hits the stores.

Like father like son! Scott Disick and mini-me son Mason soak up some post-
Thanksgiving sunshine in Miami
Keeping up with the rays

That’s my man! Cricket WAG Candice Warner looks impressed as she watches on husband David at the Ashes as he racks up a half century

’Cut off all my hair again!’ ’Pregnant!’ Kylie Jenner shows off her new short look in a Snapchat video
She has decided she’s over her long hair

Another Klass-y look! Myleene wows in printed ruffle sleeve floral tea dress at the 20th Anniversary Gala Performance of The Snowman

’It’s the greatest age!’ Chrissy Teigen shares video of toddler daughter Luna mopping up spill
School of hard knocks

Puppy love! Little Mix’s Jesy Nelson looks smitten with hunky boyfriend Harry James as they stock up on pet supplies for her cute new dog in Essex

’Heaven has taken you now’: Love Island’s Malin Andersson reveals her mother has died from cancer after battling the disease three times

Work it, girl! Ariel Winter exhibits her generous cleavage in tight blue bra while weight lifting at the gym Ariel Winter was ready to work off the holidays

Reunited! Ben Affleck and girlfriend Lindsay Shookus grab lunch after his Thanksgiving with ex Jennifer Garner and their kids
Looked happy

GIRL ABOUT TOWN: Catherine Zeta-Jones leaves guests at an awards ceremony she hosted unimpressed with her ’diva’ behaviour
Hadn’t rehearsed much
"I was overcome with shyness": Game of Thrones star Gwendoline Christie recalls meeting her idol Carrie Fisher on Star Wars set

"Love, laughter and water!": Supermodel Elle Macpherson reveals how she built her global empire worth millions - as she shares her tips for maintaining THAT body at 53

Legs for days! Alessandra Ambrosio flaunts her figure in tiny shorts with a T-shirt for bike ride with daughter Anja

Former MIC star Ashley James covers up her curves to catch a flight before stripping down to tiny strapless bikini to parade her hourglass figure in Dubai

"Distancing myself from the bulls****!" Halle Berry, 51, strips to her bikini in Bora Bora with beau Alex Da Kid, 35 if green is not your color, look away now

Bikini-clad Danielle Lloyd flaunts her phenomenal frame just TWO months after giving birth to son Ronnie... as she candidly confesses to body battles

"I've been told I'm too fat!" Victoria's Secret model Kelly Gale reveals just how critical the industry can be called fat despite her toned figure

She'd rather be in New York! Ashley Benson shows her allegiance to the east coast... on day out in Los Angeles The Pretty Little Liars star is spotted leaving a spa

Shirtless I'm A Celebrity host Ant McPartlin cuts a happy figure as he continues to showcase weight loss while hitting the beach with a female friend

"So dope!" Kevin Hart shares a sweet photo of wife Eniko Parrish cradling newborn son Kenzo Kash Eager to show off his adorable newborn boy
Lost Kingdom discovered in Dumfries and Galloway | Daily Mail Online

I am thankful for life: Teen Mom OG star Catelynn Lowell updates fans after being admitted to treatment centre over suicidal thoughts.

Bronzed Georgia May Foote parades her enviably lithe limbs in checked shorts and racy thigh-high boots at theatre bash in London Thigh-grazing outfit.

Human Ken Doll Rodrigo Alves says he is 'single' and NOT 'looking for love' as he admits he couldn't date someone who 'talks about surgery all the time'.

"Stop it with your bullying words!" Scarlett Moffat slams body shaming trolls who accused the star of looking PREGNANT during Extra Camp hosting.

Sealed with a kiss! Hilary Duff and boyfriend Matthew Koma share steamy smooch during outing in LA.

Heavily pregnant Katie Piper cradles her baby bump in floral dress and doc martens two weeks ahead of her due date... after admitting she suffers with PTSD following acid attack.

I want to get a farm': Jennifer Lawrence says she's ready to take a break from acting and dreams of a simpler life and 'milking goats' After her recent split.

Matt Damon jets out of Los Angeles... after a Friendsgiving with Ben Affleck and ex-wife Jennifer Garner He wore shades and a hat at LAX.

Smitten TOWIE star Chris Clark and girlfriend Amber Dowding move in together... just SEVEN MONTHS after rekindling romance.

Rance Howard dies at the age of 69... as son Ron and granddaughter Bryce Dallas pen sweet tributes on Twitter He announced his dad's passing on Twitter.
Rob Kardashian cleared of sending threatening text messages to Blac Chyna’s ex Pilot Jones. Jones claimed he sent him threatening texts.

Newly single Paul Hollywood claims ‘everyone makes mistakes’ following split from wife of 29 years... as he discusses THAT Prue Leith mishap.

‘Shaking off those leftovers!’ Justin Timberlake burns Thanksgiving calories doing push-ups with son Silas, two, on his back. The perfect workout.

‘Things are strained’: Married Strictly Come Dancing stars Karen and Kevin Clifton ‘are barely speaking to each other... amid fears they could fall victim to the show’s curse’.

Ripped Joel Dommett flashes his VERY impressive six pack as he strolls hand-in-hand with model girlfriend Hannah Cooper for beach date in Australia.

‘I’m just a normal guy’: Made In Chelsea’s Georgia Toffolo’s dad is a humble rag and bone man who sells scrap metal for cash.

Wedding bells: Glamorous Imogen Thomas flaunts her hourglass curves in a figure-hugging scarlet dress as she heads to a friend’s big day.

“You are everything that is wrong with the world”: Tamara Ecclestone’s husband Jay Rutland calls out vile troll who wished death on toddler daughter Sophia.

Love Island’s Katie Salmon struggles to contain her assets in revealing satin dress on night out as she celebrates her birthday in style.

New mum Sam Faiers steps out with beau Paul Knightley and their one-year-old son two weeks after giving birth to daughter... as she reveals they are STILL deciding on her name.
Strictly Come Dancing: Mollie King flaunts her dance-honed legs in tiny PVC miniskirt as she grabs breakfast with her co-stars ahead of live show

Model Louisa Warwick flaunts her ample assets and peachy posterior in red thong bikini as she hits the beach in Miami

No post-birthday blues here! Casual Hailey Baldwin arrives in Miami with Bella Hadid... days after celebrating Baldwin’s 21st birthday. Arrived in Miami

Strictly Come Dancing: “They made an instant connection”. Two stars ‘enjoyed steamy one-night stand after live show’

Family man! Matthew McConaughey takes wife Camila Alves and their three kids on a seaplane ride in Miami. They’ve been together for 11 years

Courtney Love to appear in court in bid to regain Kurt Cobain’s guitar for daughter Frances Bean

Jessica Chastain flashes a hint of cleavage in strapless princess-style gown as she steps out at the 54th Golden Horse Film Awards in Taiwan

Louise Thompson gets her ears pierced as she joins boyfriend Ryan Libbey on jewellery shopping spree

Kym Marsh cuts a casual figure as she takes daughter Polly and her pet pooch to open a veterinary surgery

“Why would you not want a bargain?”. Millionaire heiress Tamara Ecclestone reveals she shops at POUNDLAND

Age-defying Elizabeth Hurley, 52, flaunts her
› Sensational figure in a
  skimpily paisley bikini in
  sizzling snap

› Had a good night?
  Bleary-eyed Simon
  Cowell looks in high
  spirits as he clutches
  bottle of water leaving
  Royal Variety
  Performance

› Ryan Giggs’ father
  claims footballer has
  ‘abandoned’ his
  ‘homeless’ brother
  Rhodri... and has ‘no
  remorse’ after eight-
  year affair with his wife

› Mary Elizabeth
  Winstead’s estranged
  husband Riley Stearns
  admits he’s ‘lonely’ after
  solo Thanksgiving... as
  his ex enjoys new
  relationship with Ewan
  McGregor

› Pregnant Casey
  Batchelor flaunts her
  blossoming baby bump
  in a figure-hugging
  scarlet dress as she
  enjoys a night out in
  Cyprus

› He’s met his match!
  Christine and Frank
  Lampard are stylishly in
  sync in baseball caps
  and trainers as they
  take their dog for stroll

› Victoria Beckham
  shows off rare smile as
  she celebrates
  Thanksgiving with pals
  in London... after
  sharing hilarious photo
  of herself dressed as
  turkey

› Maria Sharapova
  ditches her tennis
  whites as she shows off
  her ace figure in
  pinstriped jumpsuit at
  Grand Prix in Abu Dhabi

› Happy campers! Chloe
  Moretz shares cute
  snaps of beau Brooklyn
  Beckham as couple
  head into the wild for
  camping getaway

› RHOC’s Dawn Ward
  dazzles in leggy black
  dress at Design Awards
  with footballer hubby
Ashley... after coming under fire for defending daughter's boob job

Age-defying Pamela Anderson, 50, shows off her toned physique in houndstooth two-piece as she attends Comic-Con in Poland

"She's always had problems with her skin": Georgia Toffolo 'uses banned concealer on I'm A Celeb... after viewers comment on her remarkably clear complexion

I'm A Celebrity: 'Has she actually used dirt?' Fans go wild as bikini-clad Rebekah Vardy creatively uses MUD to contour her face in the Australian jungle

I'm A Celebrity: Vanessa White displays her incredible curves in a slinky blue bikini as she lathers up under the refreshing waters of outdoor jungle shower

Duke and Duchess of Cambridge join stars including James Blunt and Louis Tomlinson at glittering Royal Variety Performance show

'I would love being a father': Ian Thorpe reveals desire to start his own family as the Olympian hints at marriage with boyfriend Ryan Channing

'When your kids take up the entire sack race': Octomom Natalie Suleman joins eight of her children in Thanksgiving sports day

Bikini-clad Vogue Williams SIZZLES in her scanty swimwear as she enjoys final days of sun-drenched romantic break with beau Spencer Matthews

'So thankful for this little nugget!': Kelly Clarkson posts cute snap of mini-me daughter River Rose... after duet with Stranger
Things' Gaten Matarazzo

NFL star Colin Kaepernick being eyed up by Hollywood casting director for cameo role in upcoming comedy Uncle Drew

Pneumonia-hit Emma Thompson braves the cold to protest over jailing of British mother in Iran - and call on Boris Johnson to 'get on a plane' to solve the crisis

Pregnant Faryal Makhdum covers her baby bump in stylish cape as she attends meet and greet... amid claims husband Amir Khan is highest paid I'm A Celeb contestant

Lottie Moss flashes her toned abs and slender waist in skimpy check two-piece as she attends glittering bash in London

Lust For Life! Lolo Del Rey can't contain her excitement as she puts on a leggy display in skinny jeans to greet fans at her West Hollywood pop-up store

"He hasn't learned from ALL his selfish mistakes": Pregnant Coleen shares post about forgiving Wayne's infidelity... as she steps out with her ring ON

I'm A Celebrity: 'What's the beef here?" Ant McPartlin and Joe Swash address THOSE feud rumours... and joke that sexual tension was behind frosty interaction

A tale of two outfits! Kourtney Kardashian dresses in sweats... as BFF Larsa Pippen goes bra-less in semi-sheer jumpsuit on outing with kids

Jess Impiazzi flashes her ample cleavage in a sizzling bandage strap bralet and slinky flared trousers as she attends
a celebrity makeup masterclass in Manchester

Lucy Mecklenburgh shows off her tanned curves in double denim as she enjoys a romantic lunch date with beau Ryan Thomas in Melbourne

Emma Watson splits from tech entrepreneur William 'Mack' Knight after two years of dating
The actress, 27, was last seen with the tech entrepreneur, 37, on a dinner date May

Pucker up! Pregnant Jessica Alba gets a sweet peck from husband Cash Warren while shopping with daughters on Black Friday

LAPD predicts even bigger name stars will face sex-crime probes as it reveals there are 28 open investigations linked to Hollywood

Lottie Moss displays her abs in skin-tight white crop top as she enjoys a girly night out with former Made In Chelsea star Nicola Hughes

'No, I wasn't horny for him!': Lily Allen accuses James Corden of 'coming onto her' during a live TV interview...and didn't shut him down over backlash fears

'Mood for the weekend!' Ashley Graham shows off athletic prowess in sexy black bathing suit as she runs on the beach

'I'm A Celebrity: Seething Rebekah Vardy brands the rival camp 'w***ers' after losing out in tense challenge... and calls unpopular newbie Iain Lee a 'bit of a b***end'

'I'm A Celebrity: 'That was so traumatising!'' Vanessa White left screaming with terror after enduring two critter-infested trials in one day
‘They were more than willing to go to that hotel room’: Vanderpump Rules’ Stassi Schroeder is DROPPED by advertisers after she is accused of bashing Weinstein accusers

All eyes on Uma Thurman: Actress gets praise from Weinstein accusers Rose McGowan and Gwyneth Paltrow after breaking her silence and savaging Harvey

A really good Thanksgiving! Emily Ratajkowski shows off her delightful derriere as she writhes around in raunchy video on tropical vacation

Child at heart! Zendaya takes a walk down memory lane as she shares sweet photos of herself as little girl

Take Me Home! One Direction star Louis Tomlinson looks drained after energetic show at star-studded Royal Variety Performance

New mother Paloma Faith leads the Royal Variety Performance glamour in glittering feathered dress ... after topping the UK album chart for the first time

‘Bite me’: Bella Thorne flashes serious sideboob as she strips off to reveal ‘TWO new tattoos in risque Instagram snaps

‘I can’t do it anymore’: Margot Robbie reveals the reason behind her latest meltdowns and confesses to only wearing her wedding ring from husband Tom Ackerley on weekends

‘I am grateful to be on the mend’: Mariah Carey postpones Christmas Tour as she cancels even more shows due to upper respiratory
Infection

'Mahaloed? Olivia Wilde flaunts her enviable bod in yet another sexy swimsuit on Hawaiian getaway

Her boys! Sofia Vergara snuggles with cute nephew Rafi and son Manolo, 25, after family Thanksgiving

No turkey bloat here! Bella Hadid poses in her underwear in sizzling VS throwback snap as she moves on from Drake 'ghosting' her

'We want her to suffer': I'm A Celeb's Rebekah Vardy's ex wants to put her 'through hell' on the series... and wants to get 'payback' for her 'cheating' on him

For sale! Rosie O'Donnell lists stunning waterfront compound in upstate New York for nearly $11 million

Chelsea Handler looks worlds away from her usual chic self in minimal make-up as she enjoys dinner with film director Alek Keshishian in London

Jennifer Lopez and Alex Rodriguez spend first Thanksgiving together 'down on the farm' with their blended family

'We're going to be brothers for life': Ed Sheeran reveals that close pal James Blunt has made him godfather of his baby son

Good as gold! Gwen Stefani shows off gym-honed legs in bold metallic mini dress and PVC boots at holiday meet-and-greet

Unfollow: Lena Dunham's social media in decline after actress becomes embroiled in
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controversy for defending Girls writer accused of rape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOWIE star Jon Clark 'splits from Love Island's Chloe Crowhurst again... just WEEKS after leaving Lauren Pope to rekindle romance with her'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a splash! Home and Away's Sarah Roberts shows off her incredible beach body in a hot pink bikini as she strips down to film scenes for the soap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirtless Home and Away star Tim Franklin brings personal trainer Katie Sparrow on set for a workout ... after his character got flirty with former Bachelorette Sam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No wonder she's smiling! Anna Kendrick gets a visit from boyfriend Ben Richardson on the set of Christmas flick Noelle in Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma Arterton shows off her svelte legs in a black minidress as she and a glamorous Anna Friel make stylish arrival at exclusive car launch party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Royal night out! Kelsey Grammer, 62, beams in black tie as he attends high society London event with wife Kayte Walsh, 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.'s Chloe Bennet looks stylish in plunging pink gingham dress as she heads to The Grove with fellow Marvel star Gregg Sulkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICTURED: Jack Maynard keeps his head down as he pores over gossip mags during first sighting following I'm A Celeb axe for 'hounding teen for bra snaps'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Thankful": Julia Louis-Dreyfus spends Thanksgiving in Chicago with family
amid ongoing cancer treatment and hiatus from Veep

Still got the moves! Nicole Scherzinger breaks into impromptu dance during X Factor rehearsals... as dramatic semi-finals loom

“I still have difficult days”: Katie Piper reveals that she still suffers from PTSD years after acid attack as she and Frankie Bridge reveal their anxiety and depression

Low-key Styles! One Direction’s Harry touches down at Sydney Airport ahead of the Sign Of The Times star’s solo concerts and ARIA appearance

Riding on the freeway of love! Modern Family’s Sarah Hyland and Wells Adams enjoy a romantic birthday ride with plenty of tunes as she turns 27

Sims-thing’s going on here! Towie’s Chloe caught SNOGGING Dan Edgar during raucous party... a month after leaving Amber Turner ‘heartbroken’

Kanye West goes shopping solo on Black Friday... one year after he spent Thanksgiving in hospital for mental health breakdown

“We’ve covered all the books... it’s a five year gig”: Poldark’s Aidan Turner reveals hit BBC drama will END after fifth series... as he prepares to make his West End debut

Flower power! Makeup-free Pamela Anderson, 50, rocks a furry coat and flirty dress while carrying beautiful blooms through airport in Poland

Simply stunning! Jane Krakowski flashes leg in bold mini skirt as she
Joins Maya Rudolph at A Christmas Story Livel event

Radio DJ Jamie Theakston sparks row with neighbours over plans to build a two-storey house in the garden of his £4million home

I'm A Celebrity: 'Do they have beef?!' Fans claim Ant McPartlin is embroiled in secret feud with Joe Swash after he shoots him down during Extra Camp

Jay-Z releases three new videos from 4:44, including moving story of his mother as a closeted lesbian in Smile

Fiamin' galah! Sam Frost shows off more than she bargained for in a VERY revealing high-cut white frock as she films Home And Away in Sydney

Lisa Armstrong cuts a casual figure as she joins Kimberley Walsh for star-studded Strictly filming, as embattled husband Ant McPartlin enjoys I'm A Celeb

'I can't wait to meet Paris!' Roxy Jacenko gushes over the Hilton hotel heiress as it's revealed the PR queen will be hosting the socialite during her Australian visit

'He's the best!' Birthday girl Sarah Hyland gets swept off via HELICOPTER on a romantic island weekend with Wells Adams for her 27th

From regal to frugal! Victoria star Jenna Coleman bags herself a bargain as she hits the Black Friday sales in stylish ensemble

Pippa Middleton finally dissolves firm that manages her 'publishing activities' which include her widely mocked party
Schwarzenegger, 70, and girlfriend Heather Milligan, 43, enjoy a Thanksgiving bike ride in LA

Danniella Westbrook appears in good spirits as she celebrates son Kai's 21st birthday in style with cocktails in London bar. Family night out

Sultry Selena Gomez stuns as she slips her curves into plunging blazer suit for racy shoot to celebrate being named Billboard's Woman Of The Year

'The screams at 2am are waking my son up!' Greg Rutherford's partner leaves amorous neighbours HILARIOUS note about their 'healthy' love-life

Besotted Christine Lampard gazes longingly at husband Frank during romantic lunch date... as former footballer displays thinning locks

'You're a superstar!' Little Mix send sweet video message to fan battling leukemia who was too ill to make their Manchester concert

Holyoaks' Stephanie Waring beams as she steps out for the first time with Dancing On Ice partner Sylvain Longchambon... before heading to rehearsals

Busty Rhian Sugden leaves NOTHING to the imagination as she strips completely nude to flaunt phenomenal frame in racy behind-the-scenes video

Marilyn Manson is a far cry from his on-stage persona as he uses a walker in Milan... nearly two months after breaking his leg when a stage prop fell on him

'She has struggled with ill health recently': Gemma Collins receives urgent medical attention after COLLAPSING at her make-up artist's home
- Not ruffling any feathers! Victoria Beckham shares hilarious photo of herself celebrating Thanksgiving dressed as turkey.

- "She's not doing any public appearances": TV superstar Kylie Jenner, 20, is planning a SIX MONTH break from the spotlight to focus on motherhood.

- "What's going on with your right boob?" Picture of Playboy model Lindsay Pelas 'lopsided' 30H breast sends her fans into a frenzy - but is it perfectly normal?

- "You can't change your parents": Will Smith's daughter Willow, 17, laments growing up with a famous family... and warns she may 'suddenly disappear'.

- Wet-haired Lily James hoboes along on foot brace after breaking her toe... as make-up free star makes a casual exit from boyfriend Matt Smith's home in hoodie.

- I'm A Celebrity: Amir Khan gets a fright from Donald Hump the camel as he competes with Saturdays star Vanessa White in Fright House Bushucker Trial.

- "She'll cause trouble wherever she goes": EastEnders star Maisie Smith, 16, looks VERY different as Tiffany Butcher ahead of explosive return to soap.

- Has Katie finally forgiven Kieran Hayler? Betrayed star Price 'inviting her cheating husband and his family to spend Christmas at her home'.

- "Where is everyone?": Mary Winstead's estranged husband shares photos from his solo Thanksgiving... as his ex enjoys romance with Ewan McGregor.

---

**GADGET REVIEWS**

[Link to Gadgets]
Apple’s new iPhone X is a glimpse into the future

After a day with the iPhone X, while Face ID isn’t perfect, and the ‘notch’ is an annoyance, the iPhone X is a glimpse into the future of phones and the best handset of the market by a long way.

25 comments  |  2 videos

Shinola hopes to banish Beats with the best looking headphones around

They aren’t cheap, but Shinola’s $595 foray into headphones are the perfect accessory for design obsessives looking to upgrade their listening habits.

1 comment

The best Android handset out there: Google Pixel 2 review

With the Pixel XL, Google has created a handset that is not only the best Android device out there, but arguably matches the iPhone 8 in terms of design and feel.

2 videos

Apple Watch Series 3: The smartwatch that liberates you from your phone

Apple’s Watch will free you from your phone - while making sure you don’t suffer the fear of missing out. It’s a huge step forward, and a compelling reason for the average user to buy a smartwatch.

46 comments  |  1 video

iPhone 8: Why a lack of X appeal shouldn’t put you off

While the iPhone X may have stolen the headlines, in fact the iPhone 8 could be the sleeper hit of Apple’s new range, offering the same power as the X but with features and a design users trust.

40 comments  |  2 videos

Give your wi-fi wings: Google wifi gets rid of ‘blackspots’

Google’s gorgeous-looking wi-fi system shows off how far we’ve come. It’s a genuinely simple, supercharged version of wi-fi that finally irons out the problem of ‘blackspots’ in your home.

4 comments

Is it really worth paying £280 for Nintendo’s Switch? DailyMailOnline’s verdict

While the design is impressive and easy to use, the game line up is disappointing.

76 comments  |  1 video

The $1,000 wireless speaker that really is worth the price: Naim Mu-so Qb review

Naim’s incredible Mu-So Qb takes you back to the good old days - where the music captivates and enthralls, rather that simply being something in the background.